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The West Wight Timebank (WWTB) report from the Chair from October 1st 2019 to end of September 2020 

I would like to start my report with a thankyou…a thank you to all the steering group members who have 

helped me to both consolidate our Timebanking work at this dreadful time with COVID-19 still ravaging our 

country, and to think about our future plans. Particular thanks go to: 

 Amy, who has helped with a weekly newsletter throughout lock down, which has been well received both 

by members and by others in our community, as they read about the 40 plus Timebank members who have 

contributed to our Box scheme that started at the end of May 2020, including our ‘growing boxes’ made 

form old pallets, our well-being boxes with donated and hand made items, our food bags made up of fresh 

vegetables and fruit for local families, and recently our personalised Family Drop and Swap bags. 

Doreen for printing off the newsletter and delivering it by hand to church members, who have then 

contributed to our schemes. 

Chris, for taking a lead role in planning and organising the weekly strimming and rotivating  of our allotment 

in readiness to grow crops for our ‘growing boxes’ next spring,  for our jams and pickles that go out in the 

well-being boxes. This has allowed to follow the principles of the ‘circular economy’ as next spring we will 

be asking people to return their ‘growing boxes’ for us to replant. 

Alison, for arranging the fabulous short stories written by the Red haired Rapunzel that have been going into 

our newsletter, and for arranging  the story booklets for sale to increase the Timebank funds. 

Faith, for continuing to support us with food that would otherwise have gone to landfill through her own 

project (The Real Junk food project IW), which we have used to make jams and  pickles for the well-being 

boxes, and for dried pasta, rice and tins that have gone into our food bags for families. We have also received 

house plants and flowers that have been distributed to members and added to the box scheme. 

I would also like to thank  the Big lottery ‘Reaching Communities funders’  for encouraging  me to increase 

my hours from 23 to full time for 4 months to run the Timebank  Box scheme which started the last week of 

May.  Thanks too to Wight Aid who have contributed to the contents of the box scheme. To date, an average 

of 40 Timebank members have contributed to both the contents and making the boxes themselves. We have 

made and delivered: 
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Growing boxes (made from old free pallets and strong cardboard boxes) - 61 

Well- being boxes – 74  

Food bags – 110 bags 

Family Drop and Swap bags – 10 

Bulb boxes-10 

These have been delivered to Timebank members and their families, carers and support workers, key 

workers, and community members in the West Wight. 

Feedback from recipients of the box scheme is included in the Appendices of this report.  

A big thank you also to my two co- workers who work sessional hours, Gina who has run the Timebank’s 

plastic refill scheme throughout lockdown from her garage and more recently as a mobile drop off service, 

and to Avril for her marvellous jams, chutneys and recipe bags with delightful hand- made recipe cards too. 

Legally, the West Wight Timebank is a community projects that sits underneath the umbrella organisation 

called Action 4 Support CIC which I set up in April 2018. ‘CIC’ stands for Community Interest Company, which 

means it is a not for profit business, but to date the West Wight Timebank activities remain our core business. 

During this , our second year of the Reaching Communities fund,  we have celebrated the West Wight 

Timebank’s 5th year , and we have  continued to  build our membership and time transactions to strengthen 

our West Wight Community, by sharing our strengths, skills and gifts with others. Our individual membership 

is 95 this year (86 last year). 

Our organisational members have risen slightly from 15 to 18.  

Total 113 

Our youngest member is  27 and our oldest 92 years old.  We have 12 members under the age of 49 and 83 

members over the age of 50. We now have 19 male members and 76  female members.  

These numbers are all the more remarkable, as from March 20 to the end of May  20 all Timebanking 

activities were stopped other than to support the work of the  WWSCC hub, and the plastic refill scheme 

which continued following all government guidelines. 
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As before, the hallmarks of empathy, kindness, and generosity are stamped through our community work 

due to the unique strengths and gifts that individual members have shared with others throughout the year. 

Our work is based on relationships, and our West Wight Timebank is strongly identified as a positive 

community resource.  

The hours we have given and received between us have risen from 7,100 last year to a total of  over 10,000  

this year, and as before have been varied, depending on the requests made.  

TBUK who we pay an annual membership fee to provide the software that captures all this information, and 

they have recently implemented a more complex, but more encompassing data function. 

 From September 19 to March 2020  members gained credits for attending: 

 Monthly coffee mornings,  book club, and individually a variety of things including gardening, giving lifts,  

accompanying people to hospital and GP appointments and walks. 

The largest category  of assignments/exchanges,  related to’ assisting at events’ and we ran the following 

successful schemes until lockdown March 2020: 

1. Family Drop and Swap-In a partnership with Barnardos, An average of 6 families per week benefitted from 

exchanging children’s clothing and toys. 

2. The Adult Drop and Swap which ran on a monthly basis at ‘Our Place’ in Freshwater , with an average of 

15 people exchanging household good s and clothing, and an additional 6 a month just donating items. 

3. Our Food Redistribution Scheme- Now 3 years old, has allowed us all to concentrate on saving food waste 

together by collecting bread daily from Sainsburys local to go to 13 schools and organisations locally. On 

average 500 small and 500 large loaves per month were distributed. From March to September 2020 Faith 

(TRJFP IW) collected the bread on our behalf 7 days a week, and distributed it with her other goods to 

communities all over the island. The Timebank have now resumed collection twice a week, for 2 schools and 

a nursery who love receiving it for staff and parent carers alike. 

4. Our Community garden/allotment 

Now in its 4th year Timebank members continued to work on the beds until lockdown in March, only to 

recently resume with the rule of 6 in place. 
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5. Community Voucher Scheme 

This worked well until lockdown stimulating members to spend their credits on the local businesses who 

offered discounts.  

6. Meet and Eat Scheme. 

 Held monthly in partnership with TRJRP IW at St Saviours Church Hall From September 19 to March 2020, 

this  was one of our Timebank members favourite schemes. As an intergenerational event, where all could 

share food and company together, we enjoyed local primary school children coming to meet, chat and help 

others including some older members some of whom live in residential establishments. Each month we fed 

between 35 and 60 people, many of whom were not known previously to us, so we really were ‘reaching 

communities’. Donations on a ‘pay as you feel’ basis were welcomed, and all donated money (between £30 

and £80 a month) was given to the Real Junk Food for the costs associated with running their project.  

7. Plastic re-fill scheme -. Members regularly supported our well received, ‘pop up’ Timebank events in 

venues throughout Freshwater, Brighstone and Yarmouth and the small monthly profit we made has helped 

to fund core Timebanking work. 

The Timebank continues to pay for any DBS checks to be undertaken via the WWSCC for members who 

undertake any individual Timebank transactions that involve children and or vulnerable adults (which follows 

the Timebank Safeguarding policy). These are repeated if needed every 3 years. 

 4 members undertook and passed an online First Aid training, 

 2 safeguarding training 

1 a face to face sign language course 

Several members were able to access an online basic sign language course through lockdown. 

In the summer of 2021 a 2nd face to face sign language course is planned for 6 people outdoors 
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During March to May 2020 in the light of COVID -19  I worked to ensure our members safety and wellbeing 

was put first in any Timebanking activities. This then developed into ‘ best working practices, new policies 

and procedures including co-production, monitoring and evaluation and a long term sustainability plan 

including the Timebank box scheme.                                                   

From October 2020 members started planting up donated spring bulbs in strong cardboard boxes, these will 

be delivered locally, particularly to the Timebank’s organisational members. 

All Timebank exchanges are specifically risk assessed and remain outdoors only.  This is likely to remain the 

case until the Spring/Summer 2021 depending on government guidelines at the time. 

 Our 2 websites, (Action 4 support, and the Timebank) are currently being merged into 1, with the focus on 

the Timebank, its activities, policies, risk assessments and photos. Adam will be responsible for maintaining 

our social media and the web pages, and has been paid until March 2022 to do this. 

All members have been asked to observe the Timebank’s COVID-19 statement, which can be seen in the 

appendices. 

TBUK are about to launch their new website and members of the public anywhere in the country can click 

to find their nearest Timebank. Our entry for this function reads: 

The West Wight Timebank on the Isle of Wight is an ‘inclusive community project’, that operates under a 

‘not for profit’ company called Action 4 Support CIC. 

Our Timebank members, (currently aged between 27 and 92 years), have been sharing their wide -ranging 

skills and gifts with each other for over 5 years. We have a strong community presence in the West Wight, 

largely due to the schemes we run, to help us all build a stronger, more resilient community.  We have an 

allotment,  growing produce for our ‘ living box scheme’, and  for jams and pickles  that go into  our ‘well-

being’ boxes, which are then delivered to members, their families and friends, carers, key workers and others 

who would like one in our community. Our members share weekly walks on our beautiful island and have 

open garden sessions, making up personalised ‘Family Drop and Swap bags’ with donated tinned and dried 

food, toys, books, games, books, jigsaws, clothing, and  household goods. Following all current Government 

advice, the Timebank Coordinator  then delivers  a  bag to the doorsteps of families who will find them 

particularly helpful at this difficult time. We also run a popular mobile, eco- friendly plastic refill scheme, and 

follow the principles of the circular economy. Our food redistribution scheme (that has been running for  3 

years), has saved thousands of wrapped  bread loaves from going to waste, and in the summer 2021 we 
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hope to reduce food waste further, by sharing innovative recipes for common foods, before cooking and 

eating together. 

If you are aged 18 years and over, and live in the West Wight we would love you join us. If you live outside 

of the West Wight, or on the mainland, we would love to share ideas with you about building a more 

respectful, kinder society that demonstrates that it really isn’t just about money.  Please call Sally, the West 

Wight Timebank founder and Coordinator on 07872304294. 

 COVID-19 has already seen our Timebank change and evolve, and from October 2020 I will be returning to 

part time hours (16 hours a week), but these are now at a higher rate per hour to include all on costs.  

This year’s budget for the year from the Big Lottery is £21,563  (which includes £1,809 from the box scheme 

fund.) Our forecasted running costs for this year (October 1st 2020-September 30th 2021) are  £23,350 which 

means there is a shortfall of £1500 (as £200 has already been transferred into the Big Lottery account from 

our separate account which hosts all other small grants, donations  and fundraising monies we receive).  

 As our normal ways of raising additional funds for the running of the Timebank have all had to be cancelled 

due to COVID 19 , we will have to rethink ways to meet the shortfall. I have already requested that  Wight 

Aid consider a small donation towards our travel costs, and Avril will be asking Freshwater and Yarmouth 

Parish and Town Council for a contribution  (we having received small but welcome amounts already from 

Calbourne, Totland and Shalfleet which went towards our insurance and running costs). We also have home 

-made card and book for sale and members are planning some online fundraising activities. 

As the winter approaches, we hope to look again at using a village/church hall  in Freshwater or Totland, 

mainly to store our donated items for the box scheme, but also, (following all government guidelines re 

COVID) to be  able to meet to make up all the different boxes and bags. 

 I look forward to being able to continue all our current Timebanking activities, building our relationships 

with each other and with our fellow community members, and to working together to ease the impact of 

COVID-19 on us all. 

Sally Gaeta 

Founder, Chair and Coordinator of the West Wight Time Bank 

October 20th 2020 
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Appendices 

Since June 7th  Well- being boxes have been given out to Timebank members, their families and friends, 

key workers, carers, service users and anyone in our community who would like one. 

We have exceeded our target of 60 way before the end of November which is fantastic, but more 

importantly the individual feedback below shows how well the scheme has worked: 

‘I just wanted to say a big thank for my box. It was a lovely surprise and nice that I was thought of. Will enjoy 

the goodies, thanks again.’  

‘I just want to thank all involved with making up the gift boxes, for all your time and care put in to preparing 

the boxes, making each gift and packing them so beautifully.’ 

‘I was blessed to receive one today and am so grateful to all who were part of making it, such a lovely surprise 

and so special.’ 

‘Thank you all so much for all your kindness and generosity’ 

‘The story was great, funny and made me laugh out loud…it was so true’! 

‘Thank you so much for the lovely gift box from Timebank. It is greatly appreciated and we are enjoying 

making good use of all the gifts you sent. Please pass on our thanks to all your team.’ 

Thank you so much for my box. It was a lovely surprise and everything is so lovely. Thank you to everyone 

who put in so much and care. 

‘Thank you for the lovely box. It is beautiful, thank you all so much.’ 

What a delightful surprise to find the lovely box of goodies on my doorstep. The box had been decorated 

beautifully. Congratulations to whoever made the jam-it was delicious and it is not going to last long. The 

pack of biscuits are just right for taking with me on my walks. I loved the little plant, such a lovely colour. The 

coasters are lovely-just right for my afternoon coffee. The care is just beautiful-I’ll send it to someone special. 

The soap, a very welcome addition and kind to my very washed hands! All this and a story too. Many, many 

thanks to you all.’ 

‘Dear Timebank, thank you so much for the lovely box, I will enjoy using the things and eating the jam’ 

‘Thank you so much for lovely surprise boxes of Timebank goodies! Such a treat, so very very kind’ 
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‘Thanks for my gift box. A really sweet gesture. Much appreciated!’ 

‘The jam I had in my well-being box, was the best strawberry jam I’ve ever tasted.’ 

‘Dear West Wight Timebank members, I would like to say many thanks for the gift box delivered yesterday. 

I have only been out once since March 12th-that doesn’t worry me, but I feel very much alone, being the 

only one left on both sides (mine and late husbands)-but at 92 heyho why worry. Thank you again.’ 

‘A big heartfelt thank you to the West Wight Timebank for the special gift of a well-being box that you 

dropped off for me yesterday. The box itself was beautifully decorated, full of lovely surprises and receiving 

it made my day.’ 

Since May 26th  Living Growing boxes have been given to Timebank members, their families and friends, 

key workers, carers, service users and anyone in our community who would like one. So we have exceeded 

our target of 60 (by the end of November). Here are some comments made by recipients 

‘The truth is, I was so amazed and delighted with your lovely box full of goodies that I have been inspired to 

get going in my garden. My cleaner/ temporary gardener and I have spent Saturday and Monday hard at it 

and have made quite a difference. I had been feeling almost overwhelmed by it all. So thank you once again 

for giving me more than the box which is now in a sunny place where I can easily tend and even eventually 

eat the produce😀 It all felt like a big hug’ 

‘To all Timebank painters and planters, Thank you for the lovely gift and vegetable box. We appreciate that 

you are thinking of us at this time.’ 

‘I just wanted to drop you a note and say thank you so much for my herb box, it was a wonderful treat.’ 

‘I have transferred the plants into two big pots and they are amazing! The tomato plant is huge and the 

strawberries are ripening, I have cut the come again on the lettuce three times, absolutely great.’ 

Thank you so much for the gift box, it was such a nice surprise. 

‘Thank you and all the Timebank members for the box of herbs/plants you have given me. I’m pleased to let 

you know that they are all doing well. The tomato plant now has flowers,  and seems to be growing higher 

every day.’ 

‘Just a short note to say a big thank you for my boxes, they are really lovely and a great cheer up. Please 

thank all the kind people who take part.’ 
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‘Thank you so much for the box of hope you have given me. The scent of each herb and the bright red of the 

nasturtian flower brighten a misty morning. You must gladden the hearts of many people. My love and 

thanks to you all’ 

 

Since June  10th   Food bags made up of fresh fruit and vegetable kindly donated from Dave at the Store 

in Brighstone, and  smaller bags with ingredients and a recipe made up by Avril using food donated by the 

Real Junk Food Project.  

Our target was 60 bags before the end of November, so we have met and exceeded this target.  

Here is some feedback from the food bag recipients….. 

Thank you so much for the bag of fresh food, we are so grateful as I’m still furloughed. It has made my day. 

A school comment on one of the food bags given out to a family.’ Thank you for the food bags that go out to 

our school families. They are all so grateful, one of the mums just burst into tears when I gave her one’. 

On Friday, I came home to a bag of products! First of all thank you for everything you have been doing and 

continue to do.  I also wondered if I could help you….I’m moving house in November and will have boys 

clothing that no longer fits my son. Sally of course was thrilled with this, as the clothes can go into our new 

Family bags, but also because it shows how well the Timebank works creating strong caring links between 

people in the West Wight 

We have had over 40 Timebank members contributing to the Box scheme, Sally would like to add her thanks 

for all the marvellous support to make the scheme such a pleasure to run. 

Wightaid  funded some of the contents of the well- being and growing boxes and say …’I cannot believe how 

busy you have all been and with so much still coming up in the next couple of months.  

Thank you for everything you have been doing to help our community and bring a smile to people’s faces at 

such a challenging time. 

It’s also nice to know that our newsletters are read and enjoyed by members and non-members alike. 

‘We think you are all doing a marvellous job with all the local schemes you set up which provide invaluable 

help in the community here I the West Wight. Please let us know if we can support you in any way.’ 
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‘Read your newsletter each week and am impressed, so be pleased to give you some bits and pieces that 

may be useful. Would have loved to be one of your team and really appreciate the wonderful work going on. 

God bless. 

Thank you for all the Timebank mailings. I do appreciate being kept in touch and am impressed by all that is 

going on, action all the time by a number of industrious contributors, including those with craft skill.’ 

Since October 6th we have made up and given out 6 Family Drop and Swap bags to families who will 

particularly appreciate these at this difficult time. 

In addition from October  6th ,  bulb boxes have been given out to people on the West Wight including  our 

organisational members. The boxes were made by members, baskets donated by TRJFP and bulbs were 

donated.  
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Due to COVID-19 all Timebank members are required to observe the following: 

Please do not come to a Timebanking exchange or scheme if you have any COVID-19 symptoms. 

1. Please wash your hands regularly for 20 seconds before, during and after any Timebanking activities, 

and use anti-bacterial gel as required. 

2. Maintain safe distancing (of 2 metres) in all Timebanking transactions  

3. Wear face coverings for any 1-1 transactions if unable to maintain 2 metre rule 

4. Face coverings remain optional (September 2020) for outside transactions if 2 meter rule is adhered 

to. 

5. Outside transactions will not have more than 6 members at any one time 

participating  

 6.      Use sanitising spray and paper towel (provided by coordinator) to wipe down any items used when 

taking part in a Timebank exchange and take the paper away with you when you leave. 

7.      Wear disposable gloves if handling any goods for the Timebank box scheme 

These protocols will minimise the risk of any member catching COVID -19 however The Timebank cannot 

guarantee that members will not do so, so all activities are undertaken at the members own risk. 

Sally will continue to consult Timebank members and our 2 sessional workers, Gina and Avril, on health and 

safety matters as they arise, and if government advice changes we will adapt our protocols accordingly to 

do our best to keep everyone 

 

 


